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We live in an era of big data and a changing climate. In the insurance world, that 
means an inevitable shift towards hardening, limited markets. Carriers can track 
increased risk better than ever and adjust rates more quickly — or withdraw 
from certain markets entirely — to minimize losses.
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This leaves multifamily owners and operators with the challenge of navigating a new insurance 

landscape. Longer submission processes, higher rates and deductibles, and new exclusions mean 

diligent owners/operators will sit down with their portfolios (and agents) and figure out how to make 

the numbers work in 2020.

Best-case scenario: In the months to come, more markets will begin competing for business, and 

expanding capacity will moderate — or even stall — rate increases. Over the next few years, better 

technology and catastrophe mitigation will soften the market and return some of these recent 

changes to a more favorable state.

Prudent multifamily owners and operators can hope for the best-case scenario, but they should 

definitely prepare for the worst. Aside from absorbing considerably higher levels of risk than ever 

before, owners and operators can work with trusted agents to build the best possible risk profile for 

their properties.
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The zero percent baseline refers to the average market rate. Individual results will vary based on 

market profile, including loss history, location, and other differentiators. 
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Multifamily Markets Continue to Harden

For the last few years, the multifamily habitational markets have absorbed substantial losses from 

hurricanes, wildfires, hailstorms, and a variety of other events. In response, insurance carriers have 

adjusted their appetite for risk, more closely scrutinizing exposures and adding or expanding 

exclusions in their multifamily programs from quarter to quarter. Capacity is dropping fast — even 

in the face of escalating demand from a multifamily construction market that grew eight percent 

last year — and these effects are building on themselves as the market corrects.

On the property side, markets harden as carriers compensate for elevated losses by increasing 

rates and deductibles, and also become more selective about which risks they’re willing to write. 

Other contributing factors include a prolonged soft rating environment and significant 

restructuring at major carriers like AIG and FM, where property placements once set up as 

single-carrier have been restructed to shared-and-layered. Some insurers that had extended to 

cover primary markets have now retreated to cover excess only, or left markets like hail coverage 

in the Midwest entirely.

On the casualty side, rates are also rising and capacity is also shrinking. Carriers who aren’t leaving 

the market have to adjust their appetite for risk to increases in crime-related losses and a civil 

litigation environment that increasingly awards substantial settlements to plaintiffs in cases 

against apartment owners. For those left in the market, individual risk characteristics like crime 

scores have become far more important.

As markets shift in this direction, carriers take longer to process submissions and assess risk. 

Firms and brokers who may have placed their properties with relative ease in the past will find 

themselves facing newly-tightened capacity, administrative delays, and unexpected rate 

increases and policy exclusions. Brokers with decades of experience in multifamily insurance rely 

on field-tested programs and extensive underwriter relationships to optimize placement in a 

difficult market.
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Unique Challenges in Multifamily Placements
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Some asset classes have been hit much harder than others. Distressed wildfire business, 

garden-style multifamily, and the hospitality sector have all seen rates increase by 10, 20 or even 50 

percent in some cases. Multifamily assets, especially garden-style properties, remain difficult for 

many carriers to generate a profit by writing — attritional losses, aging buildings, poor 

maintenance, and inaccurate estimates for replacements and repairs all decrease appetite for 

multifamily risk. 

As a result, even garden-style multifamily properties with a spotless or near-spotless claim history 

are averaging rate increases between 15 and 25 percent. Properties with a history of claims, 

suppressed rates yet to undergo market correction, and carrier non-renewals can climb even 

higher than fifty percent.

The multifamily habitational market as also enjoyed many years of rate softening, as investors 

seeking higher returns amid near-zero interest rates injected a heavy flow of capital into the 

market. As investor interest has dropped and losses have risen, carriers have escalated pressure on 

underwriters to exercise more selectivity when choosing accounts to write.

On the casualty side, an increasingly plantiff-friendly litigation environment is driving up rates in 

the multifamily sector. Two major culprits: New York’s “Scaffold Law,”which assigns strict liability to 

contractors and building owners for worker falls, and California's “Habitability claims,” which allow 

tenants to file claims regarding the status and living conditions of a property. As jurisdictions 

across the country begin to follow suit, carriers have started putting habitability exclusions in 

policies.
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Data Driving Rates and Placement

Carriers and brokers rely more and more on computer models and data-driven insights to assess 

the exposures of properties seeking coverage. Proven models backed by complete and accurate 

data also give brokers more leverage with carriers in negotiating better rates and programs.

Models are often used to generate the Probable Maximum Loss (PML) of a portfolio for a specific 

group of perils during a given timeframe. The computer model assesses the characteristics of a 

property/portfolio and then produces — at least, statistically speaking — a worst case scenario.

The results are expressed as a return period, such as a “100-year event”: shorthand for a storm so 

bad it should only happen once every 100 years.  Models can also provide detailed insight on 

specific perils, such as hailstorms, hurricanes, and convective storms.

Carriers use these models to generate loss projections, so they have become particularly sensitive 

to inaccurate or incomplete data from brokers and property owners. This is emerging as a crucial 

area of expertise for brokers seeking optimal multifamily placements: The experience and 

industry knowledge necessary to produce representative property data so carrier models can 

calculate PMLs and loss projections accurately.

This benefits property owners and operators well beyond possible rate and deductible 

adjustments. In the competitive market of years ago, carriers generally ignored restrictive 

covenants related to valuation and recovery — in the hardening market, this has changed. 

Now-common OLLE wording in policies limits recovery to only reported property data, and many 

carriers require extensive valuation strengthening on a property before issuing a quote.

Data and modeling also play a bigger role on the casualty side. Underwriters increasingly use 

crime statistics and scores, especially concerning incidents involving assault-and-battery and 

firearms, to adjust carrier exposure via increased rates and exclusions. Some models even account 

for crime trends in nearby areas and factor them into a property’s risk profile.
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Builder’s Risk, Excess Liability, and More
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For decades, in markets across the U.S., hail deductibles for multifamily developments were 

assessed as a flat rate. In the wake of spiking hail damage claims, however, carriers are quickly 

transitioning to assessing hail deductibles as a percentage of property value.  This can mean a big 

increase in the risk a multifamily owner/operator absorbs across one or several properties. Where 

a given development valued at $20 million once had a flat hail deductible of $100,000, a 

deductible assessed at two percent of property value suddenly jumps to $400,000.

With losses on wood-frame construction fires totaling $700 million in the past three years, 

insurance carriers are finally making some serious corrections to builder’s risk coverage. Market 

rates — once settled into historic lows — have recently spiked upwards of 30 percent. Many 

carriers will no longer write any properties zoned within an area at risk of wildfire, and almost all 

such properties previously placed with middle market carriers have been pushed into the excess 

and surplus insurance market at double or even triple the rate.

Properties that don’t have a significant loss history or minimal catastrophe exposure may avoid 

the brunt of these rate increases for now. CAT-exposed properties are still enjoying a buyer’s 

market for the time being, but these properties — especially those with losses under their belts — 

should prepare to absorb a substantial rate increase. Also, CAT builder’s risk (unlike wood-frame 

builder’s risk) is still enjoying rates well below other market increases.

Insurance companies traditionally look to umbrella and excess liability rates as a general-purpose 

mechanism for loss reduction, but this option has soured in a hard market. Habitational 

multifamily excess liability rates are rising fast — properties without subsidized housing will likely 

see rate increases between 30 and 50 percent, and those with subsidized housing may face 

increases as high as 100 percent (if the carrier will even cover subsidized housing in the first 

place). Additionally, insurers have been cutting limits drastically — in some cases, by more than 

half — without dropping rates to match the reduced coverage.

General liability rates in multifamily are also climbing. Properties with good claim history and no 

subsidized housing can expect increases between 10 and 15 percent, while those with 

worse-than-average loss history and subsidized housing will experience rate increases anywhere 

from 30 to 50 percent. Capacity here is shrinking too, with many carriers dropping out of the 

market entirely or limiting schedules to just one thousand or two thousand units. Insurers that 

remain in the market have also begun attaching assault-and-battery and firearms exclusions to 

the policies they write.
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A Fluid Market and an Uncertain Future

In the near term, market hardening may slow if we see a stall or decline in catastrophic losses, but 

carriers are still moving with the inertia of adjusting rates, deductibles, exclusions, and market 

participation to mitigate losses that have already happened. Some markets may correct quickly in 

response to a benign CAT season, but we expect most to continue hardening in response to the 

losses of the last few years.

On the casualty side, carriers have been retreating from general liability and excess coverage for 

risk purchasing groups, or RPGs, which hold a considerable share of the market and soften rates 

and exclusions by spreading risk. As with property rates, insurers believe casualty rates still require 

additional adjustment to compensate for recent losses.

Some new insurers have entered the market, but not nearly enough to cover the excess capacity. 

Established carriers still need to write business, and they are fully aware of the vacated market 

capacity and increasing market demand, so multifamily owners and operators will still be able to 

find viable placement with the help of qualified brokers.

Bottom line: The multifamily habitational market has undergone substantial hardening for the 

past few years and will likely continue to do so for the foreseeable future. Substantially reduced 

capacity and less appetite for risk has made this market a highly fluid environment. Accurate and 

comprehensive data plays a bigger role than ever in modeling and quantifying individual risk 

characteristics. Even in a tough and evolving market, experienced brokers with field-tested 

programs can help multifamily owners and operators find optimal placement for their portfolios.

 



What Can You Do?

Continue to monitor open claims and keep us informed about restoration 

progress. A steady line of communication and evidence of forward movement can 

help us improve your profile with carriers.

Catalog and communicate the specific attributes and procedures that lower risk 

on your properties. This helps us impress upon carriers that you’re both aware of 

these factors and diligent in maintaining them.

Decide how much risk your organization can tolerate.  As rates and deductibles 

change, this knowledge will help you make informed decisions about balancing 

your risk with the new insurance climate.

How Are We Preparing?

Closely evaluating client portfolios with a focus on presenting the most accurate 

data possible. For locations that suffered recent storm claims, maintaining 

progress reports and construction timelines will aid in underwriting.   

Where appropriate, separating and reconfiguring portfolios into schedules to 

better align with insurers’ appetites (i.e. coastal locations vs. inland, etc).

Using analytics to assess the Probable Maximum Loss so clients can evaluate the 

efficacy of a loss limits approach.

Approaching all potential carriers to create a broad market perspective, keeping 

in mind purchasing groups, program underwriters, and standalone placements.

Delivering a wide spectrum of options on expiring terms with current rates and 

expiring budgets in current terms. 
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